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ABSTRACT

This article describes security standards for automating processes and their implementation
in Open-Scap library. The main aim is to explain new approaches to vulnerabilities in computer
security and to analyze the open-scap library as an implementation of these standards.

1 INTRODUCTION

In September 2008 on the 4th Annual IT Security Automation Conference were presented stan-
dards for automation of vulnerability management, security measurement, and compliance [1].
These standards are collected in Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) that is a syn-
thesis of interoperable specifications such as Common platform enumeration or public well
known Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE). SCAP comprises these specifications
for managing and expressing security related information and provides related reference data
such as unique vulnerability identifiers in standardized ways. The third party tools use standards
to measure systems to find vulnerabilities and assess the score of the findings to evaluate the
possible impact.

Our work is to implemenet these standards in a simple and easy to use library as a first layer
above the operating system to allow software developers to make tools for security measure-
ment, compliance and vulnerability management.

2 SCAP STANDARDS

The SCAP specification is a protocol that describes what and how we communicate in a process
of automated securing of systems. Standardization of this approach enables interoperability
of various products and service of various manufacture and reduces content-based variance
in operational decisions and actions.

2.1 SCAP PROTOCOL

In order to explain how SCAP communicates we need to split the protocol into single individual
specifications. Figure 1 shows a table of common specifications that are included in SCAP.
In the first and second column is an abbreviation and the name of the particular standard and
in the third column is a short definition.



Figure 1: SCAP standards overview

Below is the list of definitions with further explanation of standards with common use cases.

Common Vulnerability Enumeration [2] is a dictionary of publicly known information security
vulnerabilities and exposures. The content of CVE dictionary is a list of CVE identifiers that
can reference the appropriate CCE or CPE IDs. The dictionary is stored in NVD (National
Vulnerability Database). Common use case for CVE content is to check the machine for the
presence of particular vulnerabilities and exposures by iterating through the CVE dictionary.

Common Configuration Enumeration [3] provides unique identifiers for system configuration
issues. The main aim is to facilitate fast and accurate correlation of configuration data across
multiple tools or sources. CCE Identifiers are used to associate checks in configuration assess-
ment tools with statements in configuration best-practice documents. That means that pthe olicy
in an XCCDF document has a unique identifier in all documents defining same problem.

Common platform enumeration [4] is a structured naming scheme for information technology
systems, platforms, and packages. It is based upon the syntax for Uniform Resource Identifiers
(URI). For example CPE cpe:/a:microsoft:office:2003 references the application Microsoft Of-
fice version 2003. CPE includes a formal name format, a language for describing complex
platforms, a method for checking names against a system, and a description format for binding
text and tests to a name.

The eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format [5] is a specification language for writ-
ing security checklists, benchmarks, and related kinds of documents. An XCCDF document
represents a structured collection of security configuration rules for some set of target systems.
It is an XML document that can be easily transformed to many document formats for generating
security guidance or showing results in a user readable formats.

Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language [6] is an information security standard for defin-
ing and transfering security content across security tools and services. OVAL includes an open
language used to encode system details and repositories with contents for various systems.
OVAL Language contains three XML schemes for the next three steps of the assessment pro-
cess. An OVAL System characteristics schema for representing system information, an OVAL



Definition schema for expressing a specific machine state, and an OVAL Results schema for re-
porting the results of an assessment. Main use cases for OVAL in information security products
are vulnerability assessment, configuration and patch management and policy compliance.

Common Vulnerability Scoring System [7] is a vulnerability scoring system designed to pro-
vide an open and standardized method for rating IT vulnerabilities. CVSS consists of three
groups: Base, Temporal and Environmental. Each group provides a score (from 0 to 10) and
a vector (textual representation) of the security impact of a vulnerability. The Base group
represents the intrinsic qualities of a vulnerability, the Temporal group reflects characteristics
of a vulnerability that change over time and the Environmental group represents user’s envi-
ronment related characteristics. The main purpose of CVSS is to provide an easily comparable
score that reflects the overall security impact of each vulnerability.

2.2 SCAP CONTENT

SCAP content is divided into two main parts. In the first part are security checklists (or bench-
marks) that provide detail guidance on how to check or secure the configuration of selected
operating systems. The second part is focused on SCAP related reference data such as enu-
merations and mapping data feeds. For more information on the contents of specifications see
the section 2.1.

Main use case for the assessment process from the view of an SCAP content is scanning
the given operating system for presence of known vulnerabilities. In dependence on the op-
erating system we choose one security guidance that is represented in an XCCDF format. Each
security policy of the guidance consists of a human readable text definition of the vulnerability
and a reference (unique ID) to the entry in the definition file of the checking system. A pol-
icy may also include other enumeration IDs such as CCE or CVE. We get the test to express
the machine state for the given vulnerability from the definition file and assess its presence
on the tested machine.

The contents for many various systems and for various security guidances are held throughout
the community and in the repositories of the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (NIST) and the MITRE Corporation as independent not-for-profit organization.

3 IMPLEMENTATION AND OPEN-SCAP

There are many implementations of SCAP standards in various, mainly proprietary products,
and very few free or open-source. As mentioned in the introduction, we are working on a library
that implements all SCAP standards with the main intent to abstract the low level implemen-
tation of specifications. Figure 2 shows the design of the open-scap library with emphasis on
the security aspect of the implementation. The first layer is the operating system on the given
local machine. The first security layer is represented by probes - very small binaries that are
responsible for executing commands from the library. Probes are separated from each other by
selinux (Security-Enhanced Linux) - mechanism with definitions of policies for access control.
With selinux we restrict the behavior of each probe to access only system functions it needs
and is approved to access. The developer of a security tool can access probes only through the
public API of the library. The final application that uses opens-scap is represented by a daemon
in figure 2 that belongs to a less secure layer and the security has to be taken care of by the
developer of the application.



The input of the library is a definition file in an XML format with SCAP content and the output
is a results file and a system characteristics file for the tested machine. Results are stored in
an internal model and can be exported to an XML file. Processing of the results data is left to
application.

Figure 2: Open-scap library

4 CONCLUSION

SCAP standards will become a very effective way to measure and assess computer security.
The fact that it is all based on open standards can bring the broadest possible range of use cases
and improvements from security automation community. Open-scap library is an open source
implementation of SCAP standards that provides easy way to access higher layer of abstraction
and implement new tools to automate security processes upon security automation protocol. In
its current state, open-scap library supports all primitive functionality of particular specifica-
tions including loading given contents to an abstract model and executing benchmark models
on the local machine. The priority for future development is platform independence of library,
coverage of all the possible options of definitions and simplicity of use. In the development
participate Red Hat, Inc. and G2, Inc.

My personal contribution to project is analysis and development work on library, implementa-
tion of particular SCAP standards and responsibility for SCAP content creation and validation
for Red Hat operating systems.
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